
ADVANTAGES OF ANNUITIES
1. Don’t lose Your Money! Your principal is GUARANTEED by the Insurance Company.

2. Each Year on the Anniversary Date of the Annuity the Amount in your Annuity gets a New Floor of LOCKED IN 
     PROTECTION that is Guaranteed locking in your profits with no chance or Loss. 

3. The interest earnings in your Annuity grows Tax Deferred allowing for compound interest. You don’t have to pay 
     tax on the gain until disbursement. 

44. You can allocate your funds to an interest crediting Indexed Fund with the upside of Stock Equity appreciation While     
  still having zero downside risk as your Principal is Guaranteed (by the financial paying ability of an Insurance 
  Company) not to go down even if the market goes down 40 percent! 

5. There is no medical underwriting to get an Annuity. There is financial suitability to invest in an Annuity though. 
     Typically, you shouldn’t invest more than 60 to 65 percent of your liquid assets in an annuity. You can deposit 
  whatever amount you would like. 

6.6. Should you die you can leave the money to your chosen Beneficiary or Multiple Beneficiaries. These Beneficiaries can   
  be anyone of your choosing. 

7.  Upon Death Annuities escape or bypass probate. They cannot be contested like a will and the proceeds go to your    
  choice of beneficiary without having to wait on an Estate Settlement. 

8.  As a person gets older, an Annuity becomes more attractive because it guarantees principal while allowing you to 
  Annuitize and receive payments for your choice of time period (10 years certain, 20 years certain, or joint life, life, 
  life/10 year certain, etc) 

9.  An 9.  An Investment in a Retirement Plan will require a minimum distribution at age 70 1/2 if its a Qualified IRA. This 
  creates a taxable event. An Annuity that is non Qualified (started with After Tax Dollars) does not require you to      
  take a distribution until you want to. 

10.  If you never take a distribution and die your principal and interest pass on tax free to your beneficiary. An Annuity is      
     protected from creditors. For example, in a bankruptcy, your assets held in an Annuity are protected. 

DISADVANTAGES OF ANNUITIES
1.1. You can always take your principal out tax free, but any interest earned and taken out is taxable. Interest taken out    
  prior to age 59 1/2 has a 10 percent early withdrawal penalty just like a retirement plan. Interest comes out first     
  (LIFO- Last In First Out) and is Taxable as Ordinary Income. 

2. An Annuity has surrender charge penalties if you try it take all your money out in the first 5-12 years depending on      
  the Annuity. Most Annuities do allow participants to take 10 percent of their account balance out each year with 
  no Surrender Charge. 

3. In return for Guaranteed Principal an Annuity will charge a higher administrative fee than a typical money 
    management fee since they have to cover your principal should the market tank.
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